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Abstract
Given two disjoint subsets T1 and T2 of nodes in a 3-connected graph G = (V ,E) with a node
set V and an arc set E, where |T1| and |T2| are even numbers, it is known that V can be partitioned
into two sets V1 and V2 such that the graphs induced by V1 and V2 are both connected and |V1 ∩
Tj | = |V2 ∩ Tj | = |Tj |/2 holds for each j = 1, 2. An O(|V |2 log |V |) time and O(|V | + |E|) space
algorithm for ﬁnding such a bipartition has been proposed based on a geometric argument, whereG is
embedded in the planeR2 and the node set is bipartitioned by a ham-sandwich cut on the embedding.A
naive implementation of the algorithm, however, requires high precision real arithmetic to distinguish
two close points in a large set of points onR2. In this paper, we propose an O(|V |2) time and space
algorithm to the problem. The new algorithm, which remains to be based on the geometric embedding,
can construct a solution purely combinatorially in the sense that it does not require computing actual
embedded points in R2 and thereby no longer needs to store any real number for embedded points.
Although the new algorithm seems to need more space complexity, it can be implemented only with
|V | linked lists such that each element stores an integer in [1, |V |].
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1. Introduction
An intriguing method for solving a combinatorial graph problem is to embed a given
graph into a linear space d so as to apply a geometrical argument. Several important
results have been obtained by this approach (see [7] for a survey). On the other hand, a
geometrical algorithm handling a large set of points in a space often fails to compute a
correct solution due to a numerical error in its implementation.
In this paper, we consider the following graph partitioning problem. Given a graphG =
(V ,E) and two disjoint subsets T1, T2 ⊆ V , called resource sets, such that both |T1| and
|T2| are even numbers, ﬁnd a partition V1 and V2 of the node set V such that the graphs
induced by V1 and V2 are both connected and |V1 ∩ Tj | = |V2 ∩ Tj | = |Tj |/2 holds for
each j = 1, 2. Such a partition V1 and V2 is called a bisection of an instance (G, T1, T2).
We call this problem the graph bisection problem with respect to T1 and T2.
Such a problem of partitioning a graph into connected subgraphs under fair-division type
of constraints appear in many applications such as political districting [1,6,17], the paging
system in operating systems [15] and the image processing [5,8]. For the political districting,
a dual graph of the map which consists of regions is required to be divided into connected
subgraphs, each of which represents an electoral zone, so that both the area and the number
of voters in each zone is balanced over all zones.
The problem of testing whether or not a bisection exists is NP-hard (since its special case
is shown to be NP-hard [3]). By devising a method of embedding a given graph in the plane,
Nagamochi et al. [11] showed that every 3-connected graph admits a bisection. Their proof
gives an O(|V |2 log |V |) time and O(|V |+|E|) space algorithm for an instance (G, T1, T2)
with a 3-connected G. To ﬁnd a bisection, they used the following geometric argument. A
given graphG is ﬁrst embedded in the plane in the form of so-called convex embedding, and
then a bisection is obtained by partitioning the node setV by applying the ham-sandwich cut
theorem to the embedded resource sets. However, there remains a problem of implementing
the algorithm on an actual computer in which a number is represented in a limited size. A
naive implementation of the algorithm, in which the coordinates of all nodes in the plane are
actually calculated, may fail to terminate correctly due to numerical errors for an instance
with a large number of nodes.
There are many attempts to overcome instability of geometric computation caused by
numerical errors and degeneracy [13]. The exact-computation approach executes numerical
computation in sufﬁciently high precision (for example see [12]). The topological structure
of a geometric object can be decided by the signs of the results of numerical computations.
However, to judge these signs correctly,we need a considerably high precision, implying that
the computation in this approach is expensive. There is an approach which judges whether
the result of computation either reliable or unreliable by evaluating an upper bound of the
error, and uses only reliable result for determining the signs of the results (for example
see [9]). This, however, makes program codes unnecessarily complicated because every
numerical computation should be followed by two alternative branches of processing one
for the reliable, and the other for the unreliable case. On the other hand, the topology-
oriented approach does not rely on numerical computation, but maintains the consistency
of topological properties (for example see [14]). In this approach, numerical results are used
only when they are consistent with the topological properties.
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To overcome instability of an embedding algorithm for the bisection problem,we propose
a way of representing the relative positions of embedded nodes by which we can avoid a
computation of actual coordinates in the plane. This seems similar to the topology-oriented
approach, but just by maintaining the topological consistency of geometric objects, we may
misjudge the exact signs of the results of numerical computation, and possibly fail to obtain
a correct bisection. Our data structure maintains exact signs of the results of numerical
computation. Based on this, we give an O(|V |2) time and space algorithm. Our new way of
storing the geometrical information takes O(|V |2) space, but importantly it needs to store
only integers between 1 and |V | but no real or fractional numbers. Thus, our algorithm is
robust in the sense that it can be easily implemented on a conventional computer without
causing any numerical error as long as an O(|V |2) number of integers of size at most |V |
are secured. Thus, a single-precision arithmetic is sufﬁcient for our new algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. After Section 2 introduces a property of 3-connected
graphs, deﬁnitions for convex hulls, ham-sandwich cuts and strictly convex embeddings,
Section 3 describes an algorithm for embedding a given 3-connected graph into a strictly
convex embedding. Section 4 proposes a new way of representing positions of points in
the plane in order to avoid numerical instability during the execution of the algorithm in
Section 3. Section 5 reports the results of computational experiment for investigating the
stability of our proposed method, and Section 6 makes some concluding remarks.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graph connectivity
Let G = (V ,E) stand for an undirected graph with a set V of nodes and a set E of arcs.
For a subgraph H of G, the sets of nodes and arcs in H are denoted by V (H) and E(H),
respectively. Let X be a subset of V. The subgraph of G induced by X is denoted by G[X].
A node v ∈ V −X is called a neighbour of X if it is adjacent to some node u ∈ X, and the
set of all neighbours of X is denoted by NG(X). Let e = (u, v) be an arc with end nodes u
and v.
We denote by G/e the graph obtained from G by contracting u and v into a single node
(deleting any resulting self-loop), and byG− e the graph obtained from G by removing e.
Subdividing an arc e = (u, v) means that we replace e by a path P from u to v where the
inner nodes of P are new nodes of the graph. If we obtain a graph G′ by subdividing some
arcs in G, then the resulted graph is called a subdivision of G. A graph G is k-connected if
and only if |V |k + 1 and the graph G − X obtained from G by removing any set X of
(k − 1) nodes remains connected. We review a basic property on 3-connected graphs.
Lemma 1 (Tutte [16]). LetG = (V ,E) be a 3-connected graph. For any arc e, eitherG/e
is 3-connected or G− e is a subdivision of a 3-connected graph.
For a 3-connected graph G and an arc e = (u1, u2) such that G− e is a subdivision of a
3-connected graphG′, such a 3-connected graphG′, denoted byGe, can be constructed as
follows. For each ui (i ∈ {1, 2}), if the degree of ui becomes 2, then for the adjacent nodes
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Fig. 1. (a) A 3-connected graph G1 and (b) an SC-embedding f of G1 with boundary C = ({v1, v2, v3,
v4, v5}, {(v1, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, v4), (v4, v5), (v5, v1)}).
{xi, yi} = NG−e(ui), replace ui and its incident arcs with a single arc (xi, yi) (deleting any
resulting multiple arcs). Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a 3-connected graph.
2.2. Convex hulls and ham-sandwich cuts
Consider the d-dimensional space d . For a non-zero a ∈ d and a real b ∈ 1,
H(a, b) = {x ∈ d | 〈a · x〉 = b} is called a hyperplane, where 〈a · x〉 denotes the inner
product of a, x ∈ d . Moreover, H+(a, b) = {x ∈ d | 〈a · x〉b} (resp., H−(a, b) =
{x ∈ d | 〈a · x〉b}) is called a positive closed half space (resp., negative closed half
space) with respect to H = H(a, b).
For a set P = {x1, . . . , xk} of points in d , a point x′ = 1x1 + 2x2 + · · · + kxk with∑
i=1,...,k i = 1 and i0, i = 1, . . . , k is called a convex combination of P, and the set
of all convex combinations of P is denoted by conv(P ).
If P = {x1, x2}, then conv(P ) is called a segment (connecting x1 and x2), denoted by
[x1, x2]. A subset S ⊆ d is called a convex set if [x, x′] ⊆ S for any two points x, x′ ∈ S.
For a convex set S ⊆ d , a point x ∈ S is called a vertex if there is no pair of points
x′, x′′ ∈ S − x such that x ∈ [x′, x′′]. For two vertices x1, x2 ∈ S, the segment [x1, x2]
is called an edge of S if x′ + (1 − )x′′ = x ∈ [x1, x2] for some 01 implies
x′, x′′ ∈ [x1, x2]. The intersection S of a ﬁnite number of closed half spaces is called a
convex polyhedron, and is called a convex polytope if S is non-empty and bounded.
Given a convex polytope S in d , the vertex-edge graph GS = (VS, ES) is deﬁned to
be an undirected graph with node set VS corresponding to the vertices of S and arc set
ES corresponding to those pairs of vertices x, x′ for which [x, x′] is an edge of S. For
a convex polyhedron S, a hyperplane H(a, b) is called a supporting hyperplane of S if
H(a, b) ∩ S = ∅ and either S ⊆ H+(a, b) or S ⊆ H−(a, b). We say that a point p ∈ S
is strictly inside S if there is no supporting hyperplane H of S containing p. If S has a point
strictly inside S in d , then S is called full-dimensional in d . The set of points strictly
inside conv(P ) is denoted by int(conv(P )).
Let P1, . . . , Pd be d sets of points in d . We say that a hyperplane H = H(a, b) in
d bisects Pi if |H+(a, b) ∩ Pi ||Pi |/2 and |H−(a, b) ∩ Pi ||Pi |/2. Thus, if |Pi |
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is odd, then any bisector H of Pi contains at least one point of Pi . If H bisects Pi for all
i = 1, . . . , d, then H is called a ham-sandwich cut with respect to the sets P1, . . . , Pd . The
following theorem is well-known.
Theorem 1 (Edelsbrunner [4]). Given d sets P1, . . . , Pd of points in the d-dimensional
spaced , there exists a hyperplanewhich is a ham-sandwich cut with respect toP1, . . . , Pd .
For d = 2, it is known [2] that a ham-sandwich cut can be found in O(|P1| + |P2|) time.
2.3. Strictly convex embeddings
Given a graphG = (V ,E), an embedding of G in d is a mapping f : V → d , where
each node v is represented by a point f (v) ∈ d , and each arc e = (u, v) by a segment
[f (u), f (v)] (which may be written by f (e)). For two arcs e, e′ ∈ E, segments f (e) and
f (e′) may cross each other. For {v1, v2, . . . , vp} = Y ⊆ V , we denote by f (Y ) the set
{f (v1), . . . , f (vp)} of points. For a set Y of nodes, we denote conv(f (Y )) by convf (Y ).
Deﬁnition 1 (Nagamochi et al. [11]). Let G = (V ,E) be a graph without isolated nodes
and letG′ = (V ′, E′) be a subgraph of G. A strictly convex embedding (or SC-embedding,
for short) of G with boundary G′ is an embedding f of G into d in such a way that
(i) the vertex-edge graphof the full-dimensional convexpolytope convf (V ′) is isomorphic
to G′ (such that f itself deﬁnes an isomorphism),
(ii) f (v) ∈ int(convf (NG(v))) holds for all nodes v ∈ V − V ′,
(iii) the points of {f (u) | u ∈ V } are in general position.
The above deﬁnition implies that the vertices of convf (V ) are precisely the points in the
boundary f (V (G′)). SC-embeddings in d have the following important property.
Lemma 2 (Nagamochi et al. [11]). Let G = (V ,E) be a 3-connected graph without iso-
lated nodes and let f be an SC-embedding of G into d . Let f (V1) ⊆ H+(a, b) and
f (V ) ∩ (H+(a, b) − H(a, b)) ⊆ f (V1) hold for some hyperplane H = H(a, b) and for
some ∅ = V1 ⊆ V . Then G[V1] is connected.
In what follows we assume d = 2, and investigate SC-embeddings in the plane 2.
An SC-embedding of the graph G1 in Fig. 1(a) in the plane is illustrated by Fig. 1(b).
The following property has been shown.
Theorem 2 (Nagamochi et al. [11]). Let G = (V ,E) be a 3-connected graph without
isolated nodes and let C be a cycle of G. Then there exists an SC-embedding f of G with
boundary C in 2.
By Theorems 1, 2 and Lemma 2, we can prove that every 3-connected graphG = (V ,E)
admits a bisection. First choose an arbitrary cycle C of G, and ﬁnd an SC-embedding f of
G with boundary C in 2 (such f exists by Theorem 2). Next ﬁnd a ham-sandwich cut L∗
that bisects two sets {f (u) | u ∈ T1} and {f (u) | u ∈ T2} of embedded source nodes (such
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Fig. 2. A ham-sandwich cut L∗ that bisects {f (t) | t ∈ T1} and {f (t ′) | t ′ ∈ T2} in the SC-embedding f
in Fig. 1(b).
L∗ exists by Theorem 1 with d = 2). Then let {V1, V2} be the bipartition of V induced by
the ham-sandwich cut, which satisﬁes |V1 ∩ Tj | = |V2 ∩ Tj |, j = 1, 2. Finally, we see that
the subgraphs induced by V1 and V2 are both connected by Lemma 2 with d = 2. Thus, a
desired bipartition of a 3-connected graph G is obtained. For example, a bisection to graph
G1 in Fig. 1(b) with resource sets T1 = {v1, v3, v5, v9} and T2 = {v2, v4, v6, v8} is obtained
as {V1 = {v1, v2, v3, v6, v7}, V2 = {v4, v5, v8, v9} by a ham-sandwich cut L∗ in Fig. 2.
The remaining task is to design procedures for constructing such an SC-embedding f and
a ham-sandwich cut L∗.
3. Algorithm for SC-embeddings
In this section, we review an outline of the algorithm [11] for constructing an SC-
embedding in Theorem 2, and then simplify the algorithm.
Let G = (V ,E) be a given 3-connected graph, and C be a speciﬁed cycle in G. First
we compute a 3-connected spanning subgraph G′ = (V ,E′) of G with E(C) ⊂ E′ and
|E′| = O(n). Such a ‘sparse’ spanning subgraph exists and can be found in linear time
[10]. Clearly, an SC-embedding of G′ is also an SC-embedding of G. Hence we assume
that |E(G)| = O(|V (G)|).
3.1. Graph transformation
Suppose that we wish to ﬁnd an SC-embedding of a 3-connected graphG = (V ,E)with
a cycle C of G. We call an arc e = (u, v) an inner arc if {u, v} ∩ V (C) = ∅. By applying
Lemma 1 to arcs not in C repeatedly, we transform G to a graph H with no inner arc. For
such H, we can easily ﬁnd an SC-embedding f; take a convex polygon for the boundary of
H, and place each internal node inside the convex hull of its neighbours, which are all on
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the boundary. Then by tracing the process of the transformation reversely, we convert the
embedding f into the one for the original graph. The outline is described as follows.
Algorithm EMBED
Input:A 3-connected graph G = (V ,E) and a cycle C of G.
Output:An SC-embedding f of G with boundary C.
Phase 1: while there is an inner arc do
Choose an inner arc e = (u1, u2), and apply one of the following (i) and (ii):
(i) Let G := G/e if G/e is 3-connected.
(ii) Let G := Ge if G− e is a subdivision of a 3-connected graph.
Phase 2: Let H be the graph obtained after Phase 1. Find an SC-embedding f of H. By
backtracking the sequence of contracted/deleted arcs in Phase 1, we modify the current
embedding to the one of the input G.
The idea behind Phase 2 is as follows. In the current SC-embedding, every node (not
on C) is placed strictly inside the convex hull of its neighbours, and hence its position
in the place can be moved by a sufﬁciently small but positive amount in any direction
without destroying the property of SC-embeddings. Therefore, when we want to regain a
contracted/deleted arc in the current graph, we can ﬁnd adequate positions for the endnodes
of the arc by setting their positions to be close enough so as to preserve the convexity for the
rest of nodes. However, the procedure due to Nagamochi et al. [11] for determining the right
place of those endnodes was rather involved because the region for adequate positions of
the endnodes was computed by taking into account the convexity for both of the endnodes.
In the next subsection, we show a simpliﬁed algorithm for constructing SC-embeddings.
In our new algorithm, the region for adequate positions can be computed in a considerably
simpler way mainly because we always regain an inner arc e incident to the boundary C and
only need to consider the convexity of its inner endnode (recall that nodes in the boundary
do not have to satisfy condition (ii) of Deﬁnition 1).
3.2. A simpliﬁed SC-embedding algorithm
Our modiﬁcation to algorithm EMBED is as follows:
• Before starting Phase 1 with a given graph G and a speciﬁed cycle C, we add to G a new
node zwithNG(z) = V (C), whichwill be removed after ﬁnding a desiredSC-embedding.
• In Phase 1, we choose an arc that joins a node in V (C) and an inner arc (if there is no
inner arc, then every arc is incident to a node in V (C)).
• By the above two modiﬁcations, an arc chosen during Phase 1 is contracted into a node
in V (C) or is deleted, resulting in at most one node with degree 2.With these properties,
a process of converting an SC-embedding to the one for G is considerably simpliﬁed, as
will be stated below.
For the graph H obtained after Phase 1, an SC-embedding f can be obtained easily. We
describe how to convert the embedding into an SC-embedding of G.
For two points x and y in 2 let L(x, y) denote the half line obtained by extending the
segment [x, y] in the direction from x to y, and let Lˆ(x, y) denote the half line obtained
fromL(x, y) by removing the points in [x, y]−y. That is,L(x, y) = {x+(y−x) | 0}
and Lˆ(x, y) = {x + (y − x) | 1}.
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Fig. 3. Illustration for deﬁnition of conef (u,w).
Let f be an SC-embedding of a graph G = (V ,E) in the plane with boundary C. We
deﬁne a set conef (u,w) ⊆ 2 for an ordered pair (u,w) of nodes as follows. Ifw ∈ V (C)
orf (w) ∈ int(convf (NG(w)−{u})), then let conef (u,w) = 2.Otherwisew ∈ V−V (C)
and f (w) is a vertex of convf (NG(w) ∪ {w} − {u}), and there are two arcs e1 = (w, z1)
and e2 = (w, z2) with z1, z2 ∈ NG(w) − {u} such that f (e1) = [f (w), f (z1)] and
f (e2) = [f (w), f (z2)] are edges of convf (NG(w) ∪ {w} − {u}) (see Fig. 3). In this case
let conef (u,w) be the interior of the cone bounded by the two half lines Lˆ(f (z1), f (w))
and Lˆ(f (z2), f (w)).
Our procedure for an iteration in Phase 2 is given as follows. Let H and f be the cur-
rent graph and SC-embedding. Assume that H is obtained from a graph H ′ by contrac-
tion/deletion of an arc e = (u1, u2) in Phase 1. Let f ′ denote an SC-embedding that will be
constructed fromH, f,H ′ and e; assume u1 ∈ V (C)without loss of generality. Embeddings
of nodes in H ′ are determined as follows.
Case (i): H = H ′/e, where we denote again by u1 ∈ V (H) the node obtained by
contracting the endnodes of e = (u1, u2). Let f ′(u) := f (u) for all u ∈ V (H). For
D = ⋂
w∈NH ′ (u2)
conef (u2, w),
we choose a point inD ∩ int(convf (NH ′(u2))) as f ′(u2) so that any three points including
f ′(u2) are not colinear. Note that D contains f (u1) (and points sufﬁciently close to f (u1))
since every neighbour w ∈ NH ′(u2) − V (C) ⊆ NH(u1) − V (C) was inside the convex
hull of its neighbours in f. (The doubly shaded area in Fig. 4(a) shows the set of all possible
points for f ′(u2), where w1 and w2 are the ﬁrst and last neighbours of u2 when we look
neighbours of u2 in clockwise order around u1 in f.)
Case (ii): H = H ′e. Let f ′(u) := f (u) for all u ∈ V (H) − {u2}; if |NH ′−e(u1)|3
and |NH ′−e(u2)|3, then set f ′(u2) := f (u2). Otherwise |NH ′−e(u2)| = 2 since u1 is
incident to z and the degree of u1 is at least 3. In this case, we set f ′(u2) to be a point in
D ∩ int(convf ′(NH ′(u2))), as in the case of H = H ′/e. (See the doubly shaded area in
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u1
w2
w1
x1
y1
u1
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Illustration for the positions f ′(u2): (a) and (b) show the cases H = H ′/e and H = H ′e, respectively.
Fig. 4(b) for the set of all possible points for f ′(u2), where x1 and y1 denote the two nodes
adjacent to u2 in H ′ − e.)
It is a simple matter to see the correctness of the procedure. By repeating the procedure
until the original graph G, we can obtain an SC-embedding of G for the speciﬁed boundary
C after deleting the node z added before Phase 1.
4. A representation for a set of points in the plane
Wehave simpliﬁed the algorithm [11], but a naive implementation of the algorithmwould
cause a numerical error by which a correct bipartition may not be found. In this section, we
propose a new way of representing the relative positions of embedded nodes so that we do
not need to compute actual coordinates of the nodes in the plane.
4.1. Relative position lists
Given an embedding f of a graph H such that points {f (u) | u ∈ V (H)} are in general,
we prepare a doubly linked list List(u; f ) for each node u. Each list List(u; f ) consists
of 2|V (H) − {u}| cells, L+u,v , L−u,v (v ∈ V (H) − {u}), which appear in the list in the
following order. For each v ∈ V (H) − {u}, let gu(v) be a point which is symmetric to
f (v) with respect to f (u), (i.e., f (u) is the middle point of the segment [f (v), gu(v)]).
Then cellsL+u,v ,L−u,v (v ∈ V (H)−{u}), which correspond to f (v) and gu(v), respectively,
are arranged in List(u; f ) in the order that f (v) and gu(v) (v ∈ V (H) − {u}) appear in
clockwise order around u when we look at them from u; we suppose that the ﬁrst cell is
followed by the last one in List(u; f ). (Note that no two points f (v) and f (v′) appear in
the same direction from u since points in f are in general.) We call such list List(u; f ) a
relative position list of u in an embedding f. Note that a cell can be prepared with an integer
type variable in an implementation, where we need only integers between 1 and |V (H)|. To
identify where a cellL+u,v (speciﬁed by (u, v,+)) is situated in listL(u; f ) in O(1) time, we
further prepare a matrix of pointers p(u, v,+) and p(u, v,−) (u, v ∈ V (H)) that indicate
cells L+u,v and L−u,v , respectively.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of |V (H)| − 1 lines passing through node u = v6 that determine a relative position list
List(v6; f ) of the SC-embedding f in Fig. 1(b), where shaded circles show the points gu(v), v ∈ V (H)− {u}.
For example, the list L(v6; f ) in the SC-embedding f in Fig. 1(b) is given by [L+v6,v1 ,
L−v6,v4 , L
−
v6,v9 , L
−
v6,v5 , L
+
v6,v2 , L
+
v6,v7 , L
+
v6,v3 , L
+
v6,v8 , L
−
v6,v1 , L
+
v6,v4 , L
+
v6,v9 , L
+
v6,v5 , L
−
v6,v2 ,
L−v6,v7 , L
−
v6,v3 , L
−
v6,v8 ] (see Fig. 5).
Although the set of relative position lists lose the precise position of each embedded
node in an embedding, this preserves necessary information by which we can accomplish
the execution of our bisection algorithm.We easily see the next observation, which validates
the introduction of the symmetric image gu(v) of each f (v) in the list List(u; f ).
Lemma 3. Let List(u; f ) be a relative position list of a node u in an embedding f of a
graph G. Then u is not strictly inside the convex hull of its neighbours if and only if cells
in {L+u,v | v ∈ NG(u)} appear consecutively in the list among cells in {{L+u,v, L−u,v} | v ∈
NG(u)} (i.e., no four cells L+u,v , L−u,v′ , L+u,v′′ , L−u,v′′ appear in this order).
Before describing an implementation of our bisection algorithm, we show a procedure
for inserting a new point in a given embedding. For a given embedding f of a setV of nodes,
which is represented by a set of relative position lists, suppose that for two prescribed nodes
a, b ∈ V , we wish to add a new node c to V so that c is embedded in a point inﬁnitely
close to point f (a) and segment L[f (a), f (b)]. The next procedure puts a new node c on
a point such that f (c) will appear immediately after segment L[f (a), f (b)] when we visit
embedded nodes in clockwise order around f (a) (see Fig. 6).
Procedure INSERT(a, b, c)
(i) For all nodes u such that cell L+a,u appears after cell L+a,b and before cell L−a,b when
we visit cells in List(a; f ), update List(u; f ) by inserting new cells L+u,c and L−u,c
immediately after cellsL+u,a andL−u,a , respectively. (Such nodes u are on the same side
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f (b)
f (c)
f (a)
Fig. 6. Illustration for embedding of a new node c in a point close to f (a) and segment L[f (a), f (b)].
when the plane is partitioned by the line passing through a and b, and c also should be
located on the same side.)
(ii) For all nodes u such that cell L+a,u appears after cell L−a,b and before cell L+a,b when
we visit cells in List(a, f ), update List(u; f ) by inserting new cells L+u,c and L−u,c
immediately before cells L+u,a and L−u,a , respectively.
(iii) For node a, update List(a; f ) by inserting new cells L+a,c and L−a,c immediately after
cells L+a,b and L
−
a,b, respectively.
(iv) For node b, update List(b; f ) by inserting new cells L+b,c and L−b,c immediately before
cells L+b,a and L
−
b,a , respectively.
(v) For node c, let List(c; f ) be the list obtained from List(a; f ) as follows. First regard
cellsL+a,u, L−a,u, u ∈ V −{a} as cellsL+c,u, L−c,u, u ∈ V −{a}, respectively. Then insert
new cells L−c,a and L+c,a immediately after cells L+c,b and L−c,b, respectively.
The above procedure can be implemented to run in O(|V |) time.
4.2. Computing SC-embeddings with relative position lists
Now we show how to execute Phase 2 using relative position lists. For the graph H
obtained after Phase 1, an SC-embedding f in the form of relative position lists can be
obtained as follows. First prepare an SC-embedding f of the boundary C. That is,
for the nodes v0, v1, . . . , vp−1 of C, which are assumed to appear in this order
along C clockwisely, let List(vi; f ) = [L+vi ,vi+1 , L+vi ,vi+2 , . . . , L+vi ,vi+p−1 (mod p) , L−vi ,vi+1 ,
L−vi ,vi+2 , . . . , L
−
vi ,vi+p−1 (mod p)] (0 ip − 1). Then for each node u ∈ V (H) − V (C),
which has neighbours only from V (C) and at least three neighbours, say vi, vj , vk (0 i <
j < kp−1) from it,we insertu in the current embedding fby applying INSERT(vi, vj , u).
Observe that the resulting set of lists {List(u; f ) | u ∈ V (H)} represents an SC-embedding
f of H with boundary C.
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w1
u1
w2
u2
x1
u1
y1
u2
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Illustration for a point f ′(u2): (a) and (b) show Cases (i) and (ii), respectively.
Suppose that a set of relative position lists {List(u; f ) | u ∈ V (H)} has been obtained for
the current graph H and its SC-embedding f. We show how to update these lists according
to our modiﬁcation of SC-embeddings. Let H have been constructed from a graph H ′ and
an arc e = (u1, u2) with u1 ∈ V (C) and u2 ∈ V (H)− V (C) in Phase 1.
Case (i): H = H ′/e. We denote again by u1 the node obtained by contracting nodes
u1 and u2, and f ′ denote the SC-embedding of H ′ to be constructed by our modiﬁcation.
Intuitively, f ′(u2) will be chosen from the inside of the convex hull of NH ′(u2) a position
which is inﬁnitely close tof (u1) and segmentL[f (u1), f (w1)] (seeFig. 7(a)).ByLemma3,
we can assume that a set of cellsL+u1,v v ∈ V (H)−{u1} and a set ofL−u1,v v ∈ V (H)−{u1}
appear separately in the list List(u1; f ). Let the ﬁrst cell among L+u1,v , v ∈ NH ′(u2)−{u1}
be given by L+u1,w1 for some w1 ∈ NH ′(u2) − {u1}. Then we extend the embedding f by
embedding c by INSERT(u1, w1, u2). Let f ′ and {List(u; f ′) | u ∈ V (H ′)} be the resulting
SC-embedding and set of relative position lists.
Case (ii): H = H ′e, where e = (u1, u2) and u1 ∈ V (C). If |NH ′−e(u2)|3 (i.e.,
V (H ′) = V (H)) then we are done just by setting f ′ := f . We assume |NH ′−e(u2)| = 2
holds; we denote NH ′−e(u2) = {x1, y1}. Analogously with case (i), we extend the embed-
ding f by embedding c by INSERT(x1, y1, u2). Let f ′ and {List(u; f ′) | u ∈ V (H ′)} be
the resulting SC-embedding and set of relative position lists (see Fig. 7(b)).
By Lemma 3, we see that every node not on C is embedded inside the convex hull of its
neighbours. In Phase 2, we can observe that the complexity of the procedure of embedding
one node depends on that of INSERT. Hence one node can be embedded in O(|V |) time
and space, and the entire time complexity to ﬁnd an SC-embedding of a graphG is O(|V |2)
time and space. Therefore we have established the next result.
Lemma 4. For a 3-connected graph G with a cycle C, an SC-embedding f of G with
boundary C can be obtained in the form of a set of relative position lists in O(|V |2) time
and space.
4.3. Computing ham-sandwich cuts with relative position lists
Finally, we show how to compute a ham-sandwich cut in an embedding {f (v) | v ∈ V }.
The embedding is represented by a set of relative position lists, and the algorithm [2] cannot
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be applied. With relative position lists, we compute a ham-sandwich cut that bisects two
resource sets as follows. Informally, we start with a line L∗ that bisects T1, and rotate the
line while keeping T1 bisected until it bisects T2 too. For a line L∗ in the plane, we let t1
(resp., t2) store the number of nodes in T1 (resp., T2) that are embedded in the half plane
separated by L∗.
Algorithm HSCUT
Step 1: Choose a node u ∈ T1. Set t1 := t2 := 0. We visit the ﬁrst |V | − 1 cells in
List(u; f ), during which we let t1 := t1 + 1 (resp., t2 := t2 + 1) each time we encounter
a cell L+u,v for a node v ∈ T1 (resp., a cell L+u,v for a node v ∈ T2), and mark every node
v each time we encounter cell L+u,v . (For the ﬁrst cell L+u,v1 and the line L∗ containing u
and v1, t1 (resp., t2) is the number of nodes in T1 (resp., T2) embedded in the half plane
separated by L∗ which includes v1 but not u.) Assume without loss of generality t1 |T1|/2
holds (if necessary regarding unmarked nodes as marked ones).
Step 2: Update t1 and t2 in the following manner until t1 = |T1|/2 holds. Start visiting
the rest of |V | − 1 cells in List(u; f ) starting with the cell next to the one visited lastly in
Step 1, during which
(i) for each j ∈ {1, 2}, we let tj := tj + 1 (resp., tj := tj − 1) each time we encounter
cell L+u,v (resp., L−u,v) for a node v ∈ Tj ;
(ii) we mark (resp., unmark) node v each time we encounter cell L+u,v (resp., L−u,v) for a
node v ∈ V − {u}.
Let L+
u,v′ be the cell by which t1 = |T1|/2 has been attained.
Step 3: Start visiting the cellL′ next toL+
u,v′ in the listList(u; f ), we execute the following
operations (1)–(4) until t2 = |T2|/2 holds, before outputting the set V1 of marked nodes
and the set V2 = V − V1 of unmarked nodes as a bipartition of V.
(1) If L′ = L+u,v (resp., L′ = L−u,v) for a node v ∈ V − (T1 ∪ T2), then we mark (resp.,
unmark) node v and L′ be the cell next to L′ in the current list.
(2) If L′ = L+u,v (resp., L′ = L−u,v) for a node v ∈ T2, then we mark (resp., unmark) node
v, let t2 := t2 + 1 (resp., t2 := t2 − 1) and L′ be the cell next to L′ in the current list.
(3) If L′ = L+u,v for a node v ∈ T1 − {u}, then change the current list from List(u; f ) to
List(v; f ), and let L′ be the cell next to L−v,u in the current list. Redeﬁne u by v.
(4) If L′ = L−u,v for a node v ∈ T1 − {u}, then change the current list from List(u; f )
to List(v; f ), let L′ be the cell next to L+v,u in the current list, mark u and unmark v.
Redeﬁne u by v.
Steps 1 and 2 of HSCUT can be executed in O(|V |) time since each list List(u; f ) needs
to be scanned once. Observe that Step 3 of HSCUT correctly terminates after we visit
each cell in List(u; f ) at most once during Step 3. During Step 3, we rotate the line L∗
while preserving the condition that L∗ bisects T1. Hence by Theorem 1 and the so-called
intermediate value theorem, we can ﬁnd a required line bisecting T1 and T2 until rotating
L∗ another 180◦. In fact, in Step 3, each node v ∈ V (H) will be marked and unmarked
each at most once, and the time to process each node is O(1). Hence we have the next.
Lemma 5. Given a set of relative position lists for an embedding f of a node set V and two
disjoint resource sets T1 and T2 such that |Ti | i = 1, 2 is even, a ham-sandwich cut that
bisects T1 and T2 can be found in O(|V |) time.
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By Lemmas 4 and 5, we obtain the next result.
Theorem 3. Given a 3-connected graph G = (V ,E), we can construct a set of relative
position lists in O(|V |2) time, from which given a pair of disjoint sets T1, T2 ⊆ V such that
|T1| and |T2| are both even, a bisection of (G, T1, T2) can be found in O(|V |) time. These
computations need a single-precision arithmetic, assuming that an integer i ∈ [0, n] can
be stored in a single precision.
5. Computational experiments
In order to evaluate the robustness of our proposed method using relative position
lists, we implemented the bisection algorithm based on relative position lists (denoted by
RELATIVE-POSITION) and one based on coordinates in the plane (denoted by COORDI-
NATE), and compared their numerical stability. The algorithms were coded in C language
and run on a handmade PC (Athlon 900MHz, 256MB memory). In algorithm COORDI-
NATE, coordinates in the plane are expressed as double precision ﬂoating-point numbers.
The implementation of algorithm COORDINATE includes the following two feasibility
tests (1) and (2): (1) After computing an embedding, it checks whether all of conditions
(i)–(iii) in Deﬁnition 1 are satisﬁed or not, and if not, it halts immediately without invoking a
ham-sandwich procedure. (2)After computing a ham-sandwich cut, it checks whether each
node set obtained by bisecting the graph with the ham-sandwich cut induces a connected
component or not, and if not, it halts immediately.
Test graphsG = (V ,E) with n nodes (n = 50, 100, 500, 1000) are generated randomly
by specifying the numberm = |E| of arcs, where we generate 100 instances for each n and
we choose an integer m randomly from interval [3n/2, n(n− 1)/2] for each instance (if a
generated random graph G is not 3-connected, then we reconstruct G until it becomes 3-
connected).The cardinality of each resource setTi is set to 0.2n, where nodes in resource sets
T1 ∪ T2 are randomly chosen from V. A cycle C chosen as a boundary of an SC-embedding
of G is embedded a regular |C|-gon with diameter 105 in the xy-plane.
Computational results are shown in Table 1. Columns “#inst”, “#embd” and “#bsct”, re-
spectively, show the number of instances generated for n, the number of instances for which
correct SC-embeddings are constructed, and the number of instances for which correct bi-
sections are obtained. Thus, “#bsct/#inst” implies the successful rate of the implementation
for each n. From the computational result in Table 1, we observe that algorithm COORDI-
NATE halts due to numerical errors for many instances, in particular for large instances.
Contrary to this, algorithm RELATIVE-POSITION successfully computes desired bisec-
tions of all instances generated for each nwithout causing any numerical error, as expected.
Consequently, these results exhibit the robustness of our method.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, by proposing a new way of maintaining positions of points in the plane,
we designed an O(|V |2) time and space algorithm for bisecting a given 3-connected graph
G = (V ,E). Although our algorithm runs faster but needs more space than the previously
known algorithm, it requires to store lists of integers with size O(|V |) and is robust against
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Table 1
Comparison with two implementations
n COORDINATE RELATIVE-POSITION
#bsct/#embd/#inst #bsct/#embd/#inst
50 42/44/100 100/100/100
100 31/32/100 100/100/100
500 9/9/100 100/100/100
1000 3/3/100 100/100/100
a large size of instances. It is the objective of future research to apply our representation
method for positions to other geometric problems.
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